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5. Special Purpose Languages

n  The languages we have looked at so far, as well as the 
paradigms on which they are based, are intended as 
general purpose languages, i.e. we expect that every 
programming task can be done using the languages

n  There are languages that were developed with a 
special purpose in mind (also called domain specific 
languages)

n  Some of these languages later were extended to 
become general purpose languages and usually this 
was done using one of the paradigms we looked at
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Special Purpose Languages (cont.)
n  Usually, special purpose languages require more 

intelligence in compiler/interpreter and run-time 
system and one reason why some of these languages 
never were successful among the target audience 
were bad compilers/interpreters and run-time 
systems that essentially threw away any advantages 
of the languages

n  In this sense, Haskell or PROLOG come near to 
special purpose languages, although they were 
Turing-complete from the beginning

n  But special purposes definitely will also in future 
drive development of programming languages
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Examples
n  Text processing/display:

● TeX, LaTeX
● HTML

n  Data base creation/interaction
● SQL

n  Education/teaching
● Pascal, Modula

n  Symbolic Math
● Mathematica 
● Matlab
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Examples (cont.)
n  Statistics

● R
● SPSS

n  Hardware description languages
● Verilog
● VHDL

n  Computer games
● Maya
● Unreal Engine

n  Spreadsheets
● Excel
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Examples (cont.)
n  Languages for multi-agent systems

●  Jade
● netlogo

n  Languages for embedded systems
● Usually company-specific (and kept as private as 

possible)
n  Systems for programming by demonstration/

examples!
see the following



Special purpose language vs library

n  Library “extends” already existing language and 
therefore requires being able to program in that 
language                 !
special purpose language can be easier to program in

n  Special purpose language might be too specific for a 
particular user application!
library is easier changed than language

n  Special purpose language only defines what 
“intelligence” need to be realized and different 
implementations are possible !
library is its own implementation
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Special purpose language vs library 
(cont.)

n  Security: special purpose language run-time system 
code can be hidden!
library usually has to be open
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5.1 Some history:!
Special treatment of arrays: APL
n  Arrays and especially matrixes are the basis of many 

mathematical and engineering programs and a 
language that offers a lot of special treatment for 
them should be of quite some interest

n  APL (A Programming Language) was developed in 
the mid-1960s at IBM as a special purpose language 
for exactly this (although it could be used as general 
purpose language also)

n  It included a large collection of operators on 
matrixes, but due to this APL programs were difficult 
to read and required in the beginning special 
terminals to write them on
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Some history:!
Text processing and SNOBOL (I)

n  Manipulation of strings is an important task for text 
editors (and Natural Language Processing)

n  While general purpose languages can do all 
necessary manipulations, it can require rather 
complex procedures to implement some of these 
manipulations

n  SNOBOL was designed already incorporating a lot of 
these manipulations as build-in operators and it 
contained the concept of string pattern matching 
(which is pattern matching with the build-in 
knowledge about strings)
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Some history:!
Text processing and SNOBOL (II)

n  String pattern matching is a more complex problem 
than "normal" pattern matching and consequently the 
resulting implementations of SNOBOL had serious 
performance issues

n  Operations that were "natural" in SNOBOL were 
finding certain substrings, testing that a word was a 
beginning word of a sentence or an end word and so 
on

n  The Unix awk command can be seen as a successor of 
SNOBOL, as can be more modern scripting 
languages



5.2 End user programming

Goal: enable end users to create their own custom 
command sequences on a computer

Classification of solutions:
n  Preferences
n  Scripting languages
n  Macro recorders
n  Programming by demonstration/examples
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Programming by demonstration (I)

n  User = programmer!
è programming needs to be easier than in general !
     purpose languages

n  User provides expected program behavior by 
demonstrating what should be done for one or 
several examples

n  Compiler becomes a learner that creates out of 
examples a more or less abstracted representation 
that the run-time system uses to execute “program”
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Programming by demonstration (II)

n  Representing data:
● Usually rather limited data types
● Need to represent user interactions
●  If needed, specialized data structures to represent 

(intermediate) results of learning process
n  Control constructs:

● Usually conditional branching at best
● Loops build into program execution
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Programming by demonstration (III)

n  Accessing and manipulating data:
● Data manipulation limited to what user 

interaction allows for
● Very limited concept of variables

n  Structuring programs
● Not by user but by learner

n  Executing programs
● Run-time system interprets result of learning 

process
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Programming by demonstration (IV)

n  Error and exception handling
● Usually not well supported
● Would require user to demonstrate what does not 

work (barely)
n  In- and output

● Mostly about storing learned programs
● But also dependent on application
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Examples

n  Teaching robots by
● Presenting gestures
● Presenting movements
● Presenting social behavior
➔ Performing tasks

n  Recurring text transformations
● SmartEDIT

n  Shell scripts for recurring tasks
n  …
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5.2.1. Learning gestures for touch-
screen applications

de Souza Alcantara, T. ; Denzinger, J. ; Ferreia, J. ; 
Maurer, F.:!
Learning gestures for interacting with low-fidelity 
prototypes,!
Proc. RAISE 2012, Zürich, 2012, pp. 32-36.

Purpose:
Helping with rapid prototyping of touch screen 
applications by enabling acceptance testing of gestures 
in interfaces 
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Basic ideas/General scheme

n  Interface developer provides examples for gesture to 
learn

n  System (IGT: Intelligent Gesture Toolkit) transforms 
each example into internal representation in GDL 
(Gesture Definition Language)

n  IGT creates internal representation (including 
variables) that has each example as instance 
(including mathematical expressions over variables)!
è anti-unification modulo limited arithmetics
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Representing data

n  Extends GDL for representing gestures with variables 
and numerical expressions

n  GDL provides set of primitive conditions to define 
gestures
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Control and data manipulation

n  Current gesture only manipulated by providing new 
example or restarting

n  New example is expressed in GDL
n  Current gesture description and new example 

description are anti-unified to create new gesture 
description (approximated)
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Structuring and executing programs

n  IGT is used within low-fidelity prototype system 
(AST) which can use several gestures

n  Gesture recognition via IGT consists in matching IGT 
gesture(s) with currently performed gesture and 
performing operation associated with detected 
gesture.
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Exception handling

n  If new example is too different !
(less than 20% of primitives match any of the 
previous examples)!
system asks user if this is really intended
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Future Work/Questions

n  Try to develop very different gestures (semi-
automatically) using anti-unification (modulo theory) 
as similarity measure!
+ some kind of complexity measure

n  More evaluations by humans
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5.2.2. The huddle: Creating behaviors 
for a group of game characters 

Davison, T. ; Denzinger, J.:!
The Huddle: Combining AI Techniques to Coordinate a 
Player's Game Characters,!
Proc. CIG 2012, Granada, 2012, pp. 203-210.

Purpose:
Help a player to “program” his team of characters for a 
particular challenge/scenario (based on what (s)he has 
observed about the challenge so far)
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Basic ideas/General scheme (I)

n  User/player plays game to explore a scenario
n  When (s)he believes to have learned enough to have 

idea how to solve the scenario (s)he enters huddle
n  In huddle, user provides solution idea by defining 

situation-action-pairs (SAPs) for different units!
(è coach’s drawing board)

n  Huddle tries to learn additional SAPs to fill holes in 
user strategy using game simulations that use only 
knowledge the user has observed so far
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Basic ideas/General scheme (II)

n  User repeats last two steps until satisfied, then goes 
back to real game

n  User tries out strategy in real game
n  If not successful, back to huddle with more 

information and better/new solution idea 
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Representing data

Key data type are prototypical situation-action pairs:
n  Situation:

● Coordinates of all other characters relative to 
character SAP is for

●  Important properties of characters, resp. values of 
properties in situation

n  Action:
● One of possible actions of character in situation 

(with parameters instantiated)
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Control and data manipulation

n  Adding/removing/changing of SAPs by user or 
learner changes behavior of character!
(due to use of nearest-neighbor rule)
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Control and data manipulation

n  Adding/removing/changing of SAPs by user or 
learner changes behavior of character!
(due to use of nearest-neighbor rule)
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Structuring and executing programs

n  Usually, huddle system keeps several strategies to 
allow for “backtracking”

n  Nearest-neighbor rule as decision method
n  requires similarity measure !

èusually Euclidean distance for coordinates plus !
    treatment of other elements of situation!

Note: there is always a nearest neighbor!
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Exception handling / IO

n  Exception situation needs to be identified by user
n  User also needs to make sure that it really is 

exception by shielding it by reinforcing normal 
behavior using additional SAPs!
è rather difficult

n  IO between huddle world and real game world and 
automatic with getting information into huddle, user 
driven with regards to what gets into real game 
world 
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Additional concepts

n  “programming” is enhanced by learner that takes 
user data and tries to add SAPs that fill gaps in the 
character strategies to solve scenario

n  Modeling of what user can know about scenario so 
far, based on interactions with real game
● “world” of scenario
● Existence of enemies
● Behaviors of enemies
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A proof of concept instantiation: 
dungeons and skeletons

n  Dungeons and skeletons: example game where group 
of characters has to navigate through 2 dungeons 
killing opponent characters (minion scenario and 
boss scenario)
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Mage Priest Warrior 
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Fireball 

Mage abilities 
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Rain of Fire 

Mage abilities 
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Heal 
Heal over Time 

Priest abilities 
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Taunt 
Sword Attack 

Warrior abilities 
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Sword Attack  
Buff Sword 
 

Boss abilities 



Situation-action pairs!
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Nearest-neighbor rule (I)!
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? 

Current Situation 



Nearest-neighbor rule (II)!
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? 

Current Situation 



Strategy editor!
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Learner

n  A genetic algorithm evolves sets of SAPs for each 
character controlled by the player

n  The operators used are
● Add/delete SAPs to copy of parent       (mutation)
● Modify SAPs in copy of parent               (mutation)
● Pick SAPs from two parents                    (crossover)

n  Parents are selected with probability proportional to 
their fitness
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Similarity of situations

n  Distance between positions of agents
n  Health of agents
n  Sword and body colors of the boss

Is defined by game designer
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Fitness

n  Adds up the similarities !
between the situations!
happening in the game !
simulation and the intended !
end situation:!
all enemies are dead, !
all player characters are alive 
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Real world and huddle world (I)

n  All situations and !
behaviors of real !
world are observed !
by huddle (from!
perspective of!
player
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Real world and huddle world (II)

n  All situations and !
behaviors of real !
world are observed !
by huddle (from!
perspective of!
player
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Real world and huddle world (III)

n  All situations and !
behaviors of real !
world are observed !
by huddle (from!
perspective of!
player
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Real world and huddle world (IV)

n  Enemy character behavior in huddle world is 
determined using SAPs, again, observed in real 
world
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Real world and huddle world (V)

n  Simulations in huddle world use all enemy behaviors 
and other known information + strategies for player 
characters
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The huddle in action!
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